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Figure 1. The change of the mean field potential (top) and density
profiles (bottom) from � stable (a) to neutron-rich nuclei (b) and to
much more neutron-rich nuclei near the neutron-drip line (c) is
schematically shown. The upper panels indicate how the change of
the ratio of proton/neutron numbers can induce a significant
difference of Fermi energies between protons and neutrons as
measured by Sp � Sn. Such a difference causes the formation of a
thick neutron skin as in the bottom panel of (b). When Sn
approaches zero, the neutron halo structure appears as a
consequence of the quantum tunneling.

are the resultant dynamical aspects as revealed, for instance,
in the electric dipole response as discussed here.

The study of the physics of halo nuclei was initiated
in the mid-1980s by Tanihata et al [3, 6, 7] when they
started to apply high-energy fragmentation reactions to
produce very exotic nuclei by using heavy ions at about
800 MeV per nucleon at the Bevalac at LBNL (Lawlence
Berkeley National Laboratory). They measured systematically
the interaction cross sections of light neutron-rich nuclei up
to the neutron-drip line from He to Be isotopes and found
that the most neutron-rich Li isotope, 11Li, exhibits by far a
much larger matter radius as compared to the conventional
r0 A

1/3 systematics [3]. While it was not evident a priori if
the origin would be a strong deformation or a long tail in the
matter distribution [6], additional experimental information
on the magnetic moment obtained at ISOLDE [8] (and later
also of the quadrupole moment [9]) suggested an explanation
as detailed by Hansen and Jonson [4] that the large interaction
radius is related to a long tail of the neutron wave function
due to the small binding, which they named ‘Halo’. In the
same paper, Hansen and Jonson also predicted that, as a
consequence, the Coulomb breakup cross section of such
halo nuclei should be extremely large. Direct experimental
evidence of the halo structure of 11Li, where two valence
neutrons are extended over the densely packed 9Li core,
then came from the observation of the narrow momentum
distribution of 9Li, following the breakup of a 11Li projectile
with a carbon target, by Kobayashi et al [10] (transverse
component of the momentum), and later confirmed by Orr
et al [11] (longitudinal component of the momentum). These
observations directly reflect the small internal momentum
equivalent to the extended density distribution of the two
valence neutrons, which are removed in the reaction. The
third important observation on 11Li was the anomalously large
electromagnetic dissociation (EMD) cross section of close
to one barn by Kobayashi et al [5]. They bombarded the
heavy Pb target with a 11Li beam and observed inclusively
the 9Li fragment [5]. This was interpreted as evidence of
an enhanced electric dipole (E1) response at low excitation

Figure 2. The upper panel shows the vibration of the ‘neutron
fluid’ relative to the ‘saturated core’. The bottom panel shows the
transition probability as a function of excitation energy. The
lower-energy bump corresponds to a ‘new soft-dipole giant
resonance’, whereas the higher-energy bump corresponds to ‘GDR
analogous to the conventional one’. The figure is reprinted with kind
permission from Ikeda [12].

energies, called ‘Soft E1 excitation’ as predicted by Hansen
and Jonson [4]. These three observations, large interaction
cross sections, narrow momentum distribution of the fragment
and the enhanced electric dipole response at low excitation
energies, have been the major signals of any halo system.
The pioneering experiments by Tanihata et al [3], which
led to the discovery of the halo nuclei, constitute the birth
of physics using reactions with radioactive beams. Reaction
experiments with radioactive ion (RI) beams have been
extremely successful over the last two decades; in conjunction
with increased efforts in nuclear theory, they have allowed to
unravel and understand the properties of these exotic nuclear
systems.

In this article, we focus on one observable to investigate
exotic nuclei, that is, the electric dipole (E1) response.
Considering the E1 response of stable nuclei, where the
giant dipole resonance (GDR) around Ex ⇠ 80A

�1/3 MeV
(⇠13–20 MeV) exhausts most of the E1 strength, the
significant E1 strength well below the GDR energy for
neutron halo and neutron-skin nuclei is very unique. Hence,
the E1 response of exotic nuclei, in particular that of
neutron-rich nuclei exhibiting neutron-halo or neutron-skin
structure, has been a major subject of physics of exotic nuclei.
Experimentally, the E1 strength function of exotic nuclei
can be accessed by using heavy-ion-induced electromagnetic
excitation. Most of the experiments discussed here study the
neutron or particle decay after excitation. In this case, the
process is called the Coulomb breakup4.

The mechanism of the enhanced E1 response for halo
nuclei has been a major issue of the physics of halo nuclei.
Hansen and Jonson [4] discussed the possibility of ‘soft
electric dipole mode’ for 11Li, which is considered as having a
non-resonant character, inferred from the analogy of deuteron.
Meanwhile, as shown in figure 2, Ikeda attributed the

4 The term ‘Coulomb breakup’ is equivalent to Coulomb dissociation. The
term EMD implies a possibility of including magnetic excitation, although
otherwise it is equivalent to Coulomb breakup.
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132Sn + 208Pb @ 500 MeV/u 
 P.Adrich et al., PRL 95 (2005) 132501 

The Pygmy Dipole Resonances (PDR) are dipole states located 
at much lower energy than the GDR peak.

Called “pygmy” because their strength are much smaller than 
GDR.  

They exhaust only few per cent of the EWSR.

They are present in all the nuclei with neutron excess.  
Therefore, more evident in nuclei far from the stability line



There exist a relationship between 
the PDR strength and the energy 
symmetry parameter L of the EoS.

Carbone et al., PRC 81 (2010) 041301(R)

Hartree-Fock + RPA (RHB) and 
relativistic mean field plus 

relativistic RQRPA calculations using 
several Skyrme interactions and 

effective Lagrangians

The presence of the PDR has 
consequences on rapid 
neutron capture process 

( )S. GorielyrPhysics Letters B 436 1998 10–1816

Ž .The DC rates are calculated with Eq. 5 for all
the nuclei involved in the r-process nucleosynthesis
and added incoherently to the damped CN contribu-

Ž Ž ..tion Eq. 4 obtained in Section 2. Fig. 5 compares
Ž .the resulting total n,g rate to the standard rate

commonly used in r-process calculations, i.e. de-
duced from a GDR strength function only. Devia-
tions within a factor of 1000 from the standard GDR
predictions can be observed for nuclei relevant to the

w xr-process, i.e such that 1QS MeV Q3. Althoughn
for most of the nuclei, the DC and PR effects tend to
enhance the neutron capture, the reduced number of

Ž .available excited states above and below S in then
residual nucleus not only drastically decreases the
CN component, but also makes the DC mechanism
quite inefficient. For many neutron-rich nuclei, no
allowed direct transitions are found, and the direct

w xchannel is consequently inhibited 11 . These effects

are relatively significant close to the neutron shell
Ž .closures especially Ns82 , and are therefore ex-

pected to have an impact on the r-process nucleosyn-
thesis.

4. Impact of the PR and DC on the r-abundance
distribution

To illustrate the impact of the PR contribution and
DC mechanism on the r-process nucleosynthesis, we
consider the simple non-equilibrium canonical model
in which a full reaction network is solved for a given
set of parameters defining the temperature T of the
astrophysical site, its neutron density N and the timen
during which the neutron irradiation takes place t .irr
More details of the r-process model can be found in
w x15 . The r-process calculations are performed with 3

. 9 20 y3Fig. 6. a r-abundance distributions for Ts10 K, N s10 cm and t s2.4 s with 3 different estimates of the neutron capture rates:n irr
Ž .the standard GDR component, the GDRqPR strength and the damped statistical CN plus DC contribution. The top curve corresponds to

. . 9 28 y3the solar r-abundances arbitrarily normalized. b same as a for Ts1.5=10 K, N s10 cm and t s0.3 s.n irr

S. Goriely,  

PLB 436 (1998) 10

A strong effect on the 
formation of the heavy 

element during the  
r-process.
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From the theoretical point of view they are studied 
with  

Incompressible three fluid model: Steinwedel-Jensen  
Inert core oscillating against a neutron skin: Goldhaber-
Teller

HF + RPA with Skyrme interaction 
Relativistic RPA and relativistic QRPA 
HFB + QRPA with Skyrme or Gogny interactions 
Second RPA (SRPA) and Subtracted SRPA (SSRPA) 
Quasi particle phonon model (QPM) 
Relativistic Quasi-particle Time Blocking Approximation 
(RQTBA)  
……

Macroscopic model

Microscopic model

}
coupling to more complex 

configurations
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This is a 3ℏω nuclear 

transitions generated by 
the second order ΔL=1 

transition operator and it 
can be seen as a 

compressional mode.
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Neutron and proton transition 
densities are in phase inside 
the nucleus; at the surface only 
the neutron part survive.

“Theoretical definition” 
of the PDR
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The strong mixing of isoscalar 
and isovector character at the 
nuclear surface allows the 
experimental study with both 
isoscalar and isovector probes.



Experimentally they are studied with  

Relativistic Coulomb excitation at GSI 
Nuclear resonance fluorescence (NRF) technique:  (γ, γ’) at 
Darmstadt 
Coulomb excitation by proton scattering: (p, p’) in Osaka and 
iThemba LABS

(α, α’ γ) At KVI 
(17O, 17O’ γ) on various target 208Pb, 90Zr, 140Ce at Legnaro lab 
(LNL-INFN) 
(68Ni, 68Ni’ γ) on 12C at INFN-LNS, Catania

Isovector probes

Isoscalar probes



ABOVE NEUTRON  SEPARATION THRESHOLD 
exotic nuclei 

๏ using the FRS-LAND setup at GSI    
๏ using the RISING setup at GSI (for 68Ni) 

 P.Adrich et al. PRL 95 (2005) 132501 
O.Wieland et al. PRL 102 (2009) 092502 

BELOW NEUTRON SEPARATION THRESHOLD 
stable nuclei 

๏ with (γ,γ’) studies (Darmstadt University) 

D.Savran et al. PRL 100 (2008) 232501 
  J.Endres et al. PRC 80 (2009) 034302

detectors is shown in a linear scale together with the
corresponding GEANT simulation. It is important to men-
tion that for the HPGe detectors, being placed close to the
CATE detector and having a time resolution >10 ns, the
background reduction is not as good as for the BaF2
detectors (placed backward and with a time resolution of
<1 ns). For the spectra measured with BaF2 detectors we
have performed statistical model calculations [20] to inter-
pret schematically the exponential part of the spectra. For
the statistical calculation we have used the energy value
given by the adiabatic cutoff energy of the Coulomb
excitation process (!20 MeV). The adiabatic limit of
Coulomb excitation was deduced with Emax ! @c!"

bmin
, where

bmin is the smallest impact parameter for which interac-
tions involving nuclear forces are negligible. The calcu-
lated statistical emission from the target and projectile was
obtained using the standard GDR strength function, by
correcting the "-ray energy for the Doppler shift due to
the projectile velocity (to be consistent with the experi-
mental data treatment) and by folding with the detector
response function. The condition of detecting only one "
ray can be neglected in the statistical model calculation
because both the "-ray efficiency (!5% at 1 MeV) and the
" multiplicity produced by the reaction (measured to be
!1:1) are low. The statistical model predictions are shown
in Fig. 2 in comparison with the data normalized at
3–5 MeV. One can note that the sum of the target and
projectile statistical contributions reproduces remarkably
well the exponential shape of the data and that there is an
excess yield very pronounced at around 11MeV, which can
be attributed to the projectile emission on the basis of
Doppler correction arguments. The data in the region of
interest for searching the pygmy resonance in the electric
dipole response function were obtained by subtracting

from the measurements the computed statistical model
contribution and some background extrapolated from the
very high-energy region. The corresponding data are
shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 3. The present results
of the " decay of the 68Ni at 600 MeV=nucleon are char-
acterized by a peak structure centered at 11 MeV for which
it is important to understand not only the shape but also the
measured value of the cross section. To describe the mea-
sured cross section for " emission from the 68Ni nucleus in
the region E" > 6 MeV we have to evaluate the product of
the excitation cross section #exc with the branching ratio
for " emission R".
The "-ray emission from the GDR is expected to be

dominated by the ground state decay and the decay to the
2þ state (due to the coupling of 1# to 2þ) depends on the
nuclear structure [21]. The latter for the pygmy, having a
much smaller width (<1 MeV), is expected to be smaller.
To verify this we have examined the 9–11 MeV region
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FIG. 3 (color online). In the upper part the 68Ni photoabsorp-
tion cross section is shown with a full drawn line (scale on the
right). The differential cross section obtained after applying the
equivalent virtual photon method (VP) is shown with a dotted
line (scale on the left). The dashed line (scale on the left) is
obtained by including the " branching ratio (VP and R"). In the
bottom panel the open circles show the "-ray cross section
measured with BaF2 detectors. The 3 lines in the bottom panel
display calculations of the " cross section (including the re-
sponse function). The long dashed line is the decay of the PDR,
the dotted line is the decay of the GDR and the thick line the sum
of the two contributions.

FIG. 2 (color online). The high-energy "-ray spectrum mea-
sured with BaF2 detectors and Doppler corrected with the
velocity of the projectile. The lines are the statistical model
calculations for the target (dotted line) and for the beam (dashed
line) nuclei. In the inset the continuous line superimposed to the
measured data is the result of a GEANT simulation for a
"-transition at 11 MeV.

PRL 102, 092502 (2009) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T E R S
week ending

6 MARCH 2009

092502-3

Experimental data 
isovector probe



D. Savran et al., PRL 97 (2006)172502  
J. Endres et al., PRC 80 (2009) 034302 
J. Enders et al., PRL 105 (2010) 212503 
F.C.L. Crespi et al. PRL 113 (2014) 012501

Eα=136 MeV

This effect has been examined by microscopic calcula-
tions. The (!, !0) cross sections can be directly compared
to calculated nuclear response to the electromagnetic di-
pole operator r Y1. The calculation of the (", "0) cross
sections involves the Coulomb and nucleon-nucleon terms
of the "-particle interaction with the target nucleus. We
have checked that the former term plays a marginal role
(less than 10%) under conditions of the present experi-
ment. Then, accounting for a small q value of the reaction
which is about 0:33 fm!1, the (", "0) cross section is
proportional with a good accuracy to the response to the
isoscalar dipole operator r3 Y1. The spurious center-of-
mass motion has been removed (see, e.g., [33] for details).

The nuclear structure part of these calculations has
been performed within the QPM [34] and the relativistic

quasiparticle time-blocking approximation (RQTBA) [35],
the most representative combination of the microscopic
nuclear structure models beyond quasiparticle random-
phase approximation (QRPA). The QPM wave functions
of nuclear excited states are composed from one-, two-
and three-phonon components. The phonon spectrum is cal-
culated within the QRPA on top of the Woods-Saxon mean
field with single-particle energies corrected to reproduce the
experimentally known single-particle levels in neighboring
odd-mass nuclei. The details of calculations are similar to
the ones in Refs. [3,14,17]. The results are presented in
Fig. 2. Figure 2(d) shows that the electromagnetic strength
is strongly fragmented with two pronounced peaks at about
6.3 and 7.5 MeV, in good agreement with the measured
(!, !0) data. The isoscalar response in Fig. 2(c) reveals the
suppression of the strength in the higher energy part of the
spectrum, in good qualitative agreement with the data.
The RQTBA is based on the covariant energy-density

functional and employs a fully consistent parameter-free
technique (for details seeRef. [35]) to account for nucleonic
configurations beyond the simplest two-quasiparticle
ones. The RQTBA excited states are built of the two-
quasiparticle-phonon (2q " phonon) configurations, so that
themodel space is constructedwith the quasiparticles of the
relativistic mean field and the phonons computed within the
self-consistent relativistic QRPA. Phonons of multipolar-
ities 2þ, 3!, 4þ, 5!, 6þ with energies below 10 MeV are
included in themodel space. The result of these calculations
is shown in Figs. 2(e) and 2(f). Compared to the experi-
mental and to the QPM spectra, the structural features are
shifted by about 600 keV towards higher energies for theE1
electromagnetic strength and even more for the isoscalar
dipole strength. Furthermore, the obtained fragmentation is
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week ending

19 NOVEMBER 2010

212503-3

Splitting of the low-lying dipole strength 

๏ with (�,�’�)  at KVI.   
๏ with (17O, 17O’ �) at LNL 

D. Savran et al., PRL 97 (2006) 172502 
J. Endres et al., PRL 80(2009) 034302 
J. Endres et al., PRL 105 (2010) 212503 

F.C.L. Crespi et al., PRL 113 (2014) 012501 
L. Pellegri et al., PLB 738 (2014) 519  

F.C.L. Crespi et al., PRC 91 (2015) 024323

The use of isoscalar probes has brought  
to light a new feature of this new mode

The 
splitting of 

the PDR

Experimental data 
isoscalar probe 

(below neutron emission threshold)



Some Open Problems: 
1. Are the dipole resonances due to 

collective or single-particle excitations? 

2. Spherical and Deformed nuclei 

3. What is the interplay between isovector 

and isoscalar contributions?



Are the Pygmy Dipole Resonances due 
to collective or single-particle 

excitations?

In a macroscopic models the collectivity is 
implicitly assumed in the models. 

For the microscopic model (for instance in RPA)  
one has to investigate the number of p-h 

configurations and their coherence property 
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P.-G. Reinhard and W. Nazarewicz, PRC 87 (2013) 014324 

ρ(T)(E, r) = 4π ∑
ν

∫
∞

0
dq q2 j1(qr) F(T)

ν (q) × GΓ(E − Eν) Energy-averaged radial 
transition densities

F(T)
ν (q)

GΓ(E − Eν)

Dipole transition 
form factor

Gaussian 
folding function

ISGDR  
collective

IVGDR  
collective

A complex multinodal 
behaviour in both isospin 
channels and a strong state 
dependence suggest a 
weak collectivity

Correlation analysis based on data analysis methods



Collectivity: is it only a theoretical problem?  
What about the experimental data?

One way could be to determine whether they are single particle level.

Is there a way to look at it in a clear way?  
What has to be measured to determine the degree of collectivity of a 

state?

Results analysed  within an EDF  
plus Quasiparticle Phonon Model 

Two dominant configurations were 
identify to contribute mainly to the 
states between 6 and 7 MeV while for 
the high-energy part is predicted to 
have more complicated 2ph+3ph 
configurations. 

Proposed experiment by Luna 
Pellegri 

Transfer reactions to populate 

the PDR in 96Mo  

95Mo(d,p)96Mo∗ at Ed=10 MeV,  
97Mo(p,d)96Mo∗ at Ep=26 MeV 

It will be compared with 
96Mo(α, α′γ)96Mo∗ at iThemba. 

Beam provided by the Tandem at 
and the reaction products 
measured by the MAGNEX 

spectrometer. at INFN-LNS, Catania 

M. Weinart et al. PRL 127 (2021) 242501
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4s1=2 IARs in 209Bi confirm the dominant structure
assignments for the 5292- and 5947-keV state [compare
Fig. 3(b)], respectively. Also at higher excitation energies,
superpositions of the two configurations were often needed
to explain the experimental ðd; pÞ data as shown for three
examples in Fig. 2. As indicated by the ðp; p0ÞIAR data,
other 1p-1h configurations are important as well and might
dominate the structure of the states [compare Fig. 3(b)]. In
total, 11 out of the 15 amplitudes were studied experi-
mentally [71–76]. More details on the determination of the
relative cLJlj amplitudes for the different neutron 1p-1h
configurations from ðp; p0ÞIAR are presented in [71–75,87].
The model-independent, angle-integrated ðd; pÞ cross

sections and cLJlj amplitudes from ðp; p0ÞIAR are shown
in Fig. 3 in comparison to a selection of other experimental
data on the PDR in 208Pb [35,54]. The ðd; pÞ strength pattern
[Fig. 3(a)] is dominated by the two strongly populated
1− states at 5292 and 5947 keV, corresponding to the major
fragments of the ð3p1=2Þ−1ð4s1=2Þþ1 [S ¼ 0.77ð4Þ] and
ð3p1=2Þ−1ð3d3=2Þþ1 [S ¼ 0.66ð4Þ] neutron 1p-1h strength
(compare Fig. 2), respectively. The stated spectroscopic
factors, S, are model dependent but were determined
consistently, i.e., using the same OMP. This is different
from the approach chosen in [90,95], where OMP were

FIG. 2. Measured ðd; pÞ angular distributions (differential
cross sections dσ=dΩ) for selected Jπ ¼ 1− states (circles) in
comparison to DWBA calculations (lines). Two different 1p-1h
configurations, ð3p1=2Þ−1ð4s1=2Þþ1 (blue, longer dashed lines) and
ð3p1=2Þ−1ð3d3=2Þþ1 (red, shorter dashed lines), have been assumed
to describe the experimental distributions. Black, solid lines
correspond to superpositions of these two individual configura-
tions. Nomultistep transferwas considered. For states aboveSn, an
effective neutron-separation energy of Sn ¼ 8.5 MeV had to be
used. Otherwise, the shape of the angular distribution would have
been heavily distorted. A similar approach had been chosen in
[96]. The unique features of the l ¼ 0 and l ¼ 2 transfers remain
unchanged. For the 1− state at 6264 keV, a Carbon contaminant
prevented a cross section measurement at θ ¼ 25°.
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FIG. 3. (a) Angle-integrated ðd; pÞ cross sections σðd;pÞ,
(b) cLJlj amplitudes from ðp; p0ÞIAR [71,72,75,76], (c) isovector
BðE1Þ strengths from ðp; p0Þ [35], and (d) differential cross
sections from ð17O; 17O0γÞ [54]. The latter probe the isoscalar
character of the 1− states [54]. (e) σðd;pÞ predicted by combining
LSSM spectroscopic factors with DWBA calculations. (f) De-
composition of the LSSM wave functions into neutron 1p-1h
components relative to the total wave function ψ total. (g) 1p-1h
and 2p-2h contributions to ψ total. LSSM isovector BðE1Þ strength
predicted when (h) including all or (i) excluding the specified
contributions. (j)–(m) same as (e)–(h) but for EDFþ QPM. SVS
stands for “state-vector structure” [97,98].
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Large Scale Shell Model (LSSM) and Quasiparticle 
Phonon Coupling calculations have been 

performed 
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Most of the 1- states cannot be considered as 
single 1p-1h states, since many 1p-1h states 

contribute to their wave function.



The different response to isoscalar and 
isovector probes is important also in the 
study of the pygmy dipole states in the 

deformed nuclei. 



Figure 12.19.: Sketch of the B(E1) response in heavy deformed nuclei. Showing a double hump,
with about the same energy ratio as the two peaks of the GDR, the PDRmight also
show a deformation splitting where a deformed isospin saturated core oscillates
against a deformed neutron skin.

Figure 12.20.: Di�erent angle cuts obtained from the finite angle measurements, using the 0�
and the 3� setting in combination.

angles, which indicates the pure E1 character. The angular distribution of this peak can be
seen in blue in figure 12.21. Here the cross section drops one order of magnitude over the
complete angular range. Since nuclear contributions become significant for large scattering
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A. Krugmann, Thesis (2014), TU-Darmstadt,

One may wonder whether we can see a separation of the 
pygmy peak as it occurs  in the case of the GDR one.

Splitting of the GDR
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Microscopic description of deformed nuclei

* S. Péru and H. Goutte, Phys. Rev. C 77, 044313 (2008)  

with the D1S Gogny effective force

Self-consistent HFB-QRPA to describe simultaneously the 
effects of nuclear deformation and pairing correlations:

* K. Yoshida and N. Van Giai, Phys. Rev. C 78, 064316 (2008) 

with Skyrme interaction



Microscopic description of PDR in deformed nuclei

D. Peña Arteaga, E. Khan and P. Ring, 
PRC 79, 034311 (2009).

ISOVECTOR DIPOLE STRENGTH IN NUCLEI WITH . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 79, 034311 (2009)
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Total pygmy strength versus the mass
number. (Blue) Circles and (red) squares denote spherical and
deformed nuclei, respectively. The dashed (orange) vertical lines
indicate the share of the total strength provided by the Kπ = 0−

mode, while the solid (light blue) are the same but for the Kπ = 1−

mode.

N = 82. Between 126Sn and 132Sn one finds a decrease of the
PDR strength (see [2] and references therein).

However, Fig. 4 also shows that the linear link between the
addition of neutrons and an increase in total low-lying strength
is no longer kept for deformed nuclei, where the growth is
less pronounced. Furthermore, for nuclei where deformation
most dramatically increases, from 148Sn to 150Sn, and to the
most deformed 152Sn, the summed low-lying strength even
decreases with the addition of two neutrons. As stated before,
it has been checked that this is not due to the particular energy
threshold chosen, and therefore, it has to be concluded that
deformation quenches the dipole response in the low-lying
energy region.

The origin of this quenching can be further analyzed
looking at the vertical lines that mark each data point in
Fig. 4, which show the decomposition of the strength into
contributions coming from Kπ = 0− and Kπ = 1− modes.
For spherical nuclei the Kπ = 1− mode carries two thirds
of the total response, while the Kπ = 0− mode provides the
rest. However, for deformed nuclei in the isotopic chain the
contribution from the Kπ = 0− mode increases (in the case
of the most deformed nucleus 152Sn it reaches almost 60%
of the total), while that from the Kπ = 1− mode significantly
decreases. Thus, there is a quenching of the Kπ = 1− mode
and a smaller enhancement of the Kπ = 0− mode, that leads
to an overall quenching of the dipole strength in the low-lying
region.

Since this reduction comes mainly from the Kπ = 1−

mode, it is likely that there is a geometrical interpretation.
It is important to realize, however, that the validity of such a
geometrical picture depends very much on the collectivity and
excitation structure of the RPA peaks. In other studies within
spherical RQRPA [2] it has been found that the dominant
low-lying peaks in this region of the nuclear chart show a rather
collective structure, with a very characteristic pattern for the
transition densities which support the common interpretation
of the low-lying strength as the pygmy dipole resonance, a
collective vibration of the skin of excess neutron against a

T = 0 core. Furthermore, a study using deformed RQRPA
in 100Mo (β ≈ 0.3) [50] shows that, at least for stable nuclei,
deformation does not either destroy the excitation pattern or
the collectivity of the PDR, but merely splits the response into
different peaks for the different Kπ modes.

To gain insight on the geometrical nature of the low-lying
excitations one has to look at the transition densities (17),
which are in the case of axially deformed nuclei functions
depending on the two coordinates along (z) and perpendicular
(r) to the symmetry axis. It has been found that along the full
chain of tin isotopes under study, a pygmy-like structure was
present in the most dominant peaks in the low-lying energy
region. As an example, Figs. 5 and 6 show, in the upper panel,
the 2D transition densities of the Kπ = 0− (at 7.2 MeV) and
Kπ = 1− (at 7.3 MeV) peaks in 152Sn. The upper panel of
Fig. 5 shows the typical pygmy excitation pattern: inside the
dotted line, the nuclear interior, the transition densities for
neutrons (left) and protons (right) are in phase (same sign, i.e.,
same kind of contour lines and same color shading), while in
the surface region, outside the dotted (red) line, they are out of
phase in the case of neutrons, and non-existent for protons. In
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Transition densities in the intrinsic frame
and in the laboratory for the 0−-peak in 150Sn at 7.2 MeV. See text
for details.
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Systematic study of the PDR for several 
tin isotopes within a relativistic 
Hartree-Bogoliubov (RHB) mean field 
plus a relativistic QRPA microscopic 
calculations.  

They conclude that the deformation 
quenches the isovector dipole response 
in the low-lying energy region. 

Neutron rich deformed nuclei may 
not be good candidates for the 
study of PDR states 

K. Yoshida and T. Nakatsukasa,    
PRC 83, 021304(R) (2011).

On the contrary, calculations 
performed within an HFB plus QRPA 
with Skyrme interactions for Nd and 
Sm isotopes, show an enhancement of 
the summed low lying dipole strength 
of about five times larger than those 
corresponding to spherical nuclei. 

The two calculations use:  

- different treatments for the 
pairing.  

- Different use of the treatment of 
continuum and weakly bound 
orbitals.  

- The calculations of Peña et al. 
are fully self-consistent, and they 
do not have the contamination of 
the spurious center-of-mass 
motion. 



experimental work for 
pygmy dipole resonances in deformed nuclei

P. M. Goddard et al., 
PRC 88, 064308 (2013).

Polarised (γ, γ’) on 76Se (relatively 
small neutron excess)
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Observed many 1- states between 4 
and 9 MeV. 

A pronounced splitting, as seen in 
the GDR, is not evidentThis resonance-like structure is assigned as the Pygmy Dipole Resonance (PDR) in the deformed

nucleus 154Sm.

Figure 12.17.: Photoabsorption cross section �abs deduced from this experiment in the lower
energy region. For a better visibility, the GDR fitted GDR-Lorentzians (the K=0
and the K=1 component) have been subtracted in order to obtain this data set.

12.4.2 B(E1) strength distribution

Using equations (10.22) and (10.28) from section 10.6, the photoabsorption cross section can
be converted into the B(E1) strength distribution which is depicted in figure 12.18. For the
first time, the B(E1) strength distribution is obtained for the heavy deformed nucleus 154Sm
at energies below the neutron emission threshold Sn. Obviously some strength which does
not belong to the GDR can be found here. The two bumps at 5.9 MeV and 7.8 MeV, that
have already been discussed in the previous section are assigned as the PDR. An integration
of the B(E1) strength between 4 and 22 MeV shows that the Thomas Reiche Kuhn sum rule is
overexhausted by 15%. The integrated PDR strength is about 0.9% of the total B(E1) strength.
In terms of the fraction of the energy-weighted sum rule the PDR shows in combination of the
two peaks only 0.5%, because it resides at lower energies.

12.4.3 Deformation splitting

Since the energy ratio of the two bumps in the PDR (equation (12.32), with E(1�low)=5.9 MeV
and E(1�high)=7.8 MeV) is about the same as in the GDR (equation (12.33), with
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Experiment done at RNCP, Osaka, 
with polarized proton on a 

deformed nucleus 154Sm at very 
forward angles

A. Krugmann, Thesis (2014), 
TU-Darmstadt



An experiment to measure the PDR in 
deformed nucleus with isoscalar probes has 

been performed at the iThemba LABS

Spokeperson: Luna Pellegri 

Study of the low-lying 1− states in the 
deformed 154Sm nucleus via inelastic scattering 

of α particles at 120 MeV.



Kπ=0- Kπ=1-

Pygmy for deformed nuclei

The ”intrinsic” isovector 
transition densities to 
the intrinsic Kπ=0− and 
Kπ=1− states will be 
given within the 

Goldhaber-Teller model 
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As far as the deformation increases the sharing between the two 
component is more favourable to the oscillation along the 

longer axis

D =
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The variation of the ratio for the 
isoscalar case is stronger
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It is well established that the low-lying 
dipole states (the Pygmy Dipole Resonance) 

have a strong isoscalar component. 

The use of an isoscalar probe is important 
for both spherical and deformed nuclei. 

Open problems - like collectivity, isoscalar 
and isovector mixing, role of deformation - 

are a challenge for theoretical and 
experimental investigations. 

Summary
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